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Obama Increasingly Lawless Oil, Health;
Borrow More Debt above $14-Trillion
Democrat Obama wants to raise the federal debt ceiling to borrow more
money. John Boehner, Speaker of the House responded in support: "In order for
the debt ceiling to rise, Congress must approve taking on more debt, which currently is growing by more than $4 billion per day," said Boehner. "If it doesn't
approve raising the ceiling, then the U.S. will default on its loans and lose its standing as the globe's most reliable bet."
Joseph Farah, editor of WND counters with “Shock the Washington establishment by participating in the "No More Red Ink" campaign and shut down all
new plans for bailouts, "stimulus" spending and the funding for Obamacare.”
Farah is appealing to Boehner and his Republican colleagues in the House to
recognize the simple principle that you cannot solve a debt problem by continually borrowing more money. "There is no reason we can't pay the interest on the
money the federal government has borrowed and still keep that government functioning," says Farah. "What Boehner is preaching here is true voodoo economics.
The US does not have to default on any loans simply because the government
decides to stop borrowing and digging a bigger hole for itself," says Farah.
"Living under the debt ceiling doesn't prohibit serving the debt. It merely prohibits
any more borrowing."
We must immediately persuade the House Republican majority to say no to
raising the debt limit – the only action that will force Washington to stop unsustainable spending.
Radio host Rush Limbaugh is warning that the Obama administration might
continue to force implementation of its health-care law that was ruled unconstitutional yesterday, saying, "We have an increasingly lawless president."
"What you see is a lawless, statist mentality, in this case unconstitutional
behavior if the regime does not comply with the court, plain and simple.
ObamaCARE has been voided. It has been ruled unconstitutional."
Limbaugh said the Obama administration is "saying they'll continue to implement this law. ... For the gazillionth time, the judge did not say that they can continue to implement it while it's appealed."
"I think there is abject panic over this ruling," he continued. "This is the linchpin. This is the foundation of the new America. They were hoping to sneak in this
ability [that] the federal government mandate people [buy insurance]."
"We do know that this regime violated and ignored a federal court order on
their drilling moratorium in the Gulf of Mexico. So we have an increasingly lawless president," Limbaugh said.
Ainokea

Defendant Obama
MAKAALA, Hawaii! Governor Neil Abercrombie and his attorney general
are filing amicus briefs in support of Obama health care law that was already ruled
ultra vires, UNCONSTITUTIONAL, VOID !
In December, U.S. District Court Judge Henry E. Hudson struck down the
individual mandate and all “directly dependent provisions” .Hudson ruled that
“despite the laudable intentions of Congress in enacting a comprehensive and
transformative health care regime, the legislative process must operate within constitutional bounds.”
Yep. Hell with the Constitutional right of the People to freedom of choice for
health services is the apparent policy of Hawaii’s governor and attorney general
who are without our consent opposing a judge’s ruling that the mandatory purchase
requirement of the new healthcare law is unconstitutional. Abercrombie/Obama
are enemies of the Constitutional limits on government.
Who is Barack Hussein Obama? He has not produced any proof that
he is qualified to be President. Much evidence exists that Obama is an illegal alien
born in Kenya. Radio host Christ Matthews said, "I don't understand why doesn't
just say send me a copy right now … let's get this crappy story dead."
Abercrombie later said a long form BC for Obama doesn't exist in Hawaii
DOH records, and expressed concern that the controversy will be a major issue for
Obama during his planned 2012 presidential re-election campaign.

Obama
the Deceiver: SOU lies
We have reached the mid-point of the Obama Regime and heard this evening
his second State of the Union address.
The substance was contradictory and insulting to the intelligence of the
American People. Obama acknowledged the great debt our nation is under and the
need to reduce our deficit. His plan to rectify that deficit is more of what he has
been doing for the last two years, which has amounted to more than 3 Trillion dollars in our deficit, and that is increased spending. Only this time he is not calling
for bailouts, or stimulus, it is now called "investment." By any definition what he
is telling us is that he plans to spend even more of the American taxpayer's money,
and Obama offered that if inovators come to the government with their ideas he
will make it possible for them with free money.
Obama supports building more roadways and high speed rail. This sounded
very much like the Trans-Texas Corridor of the Bush administration. He spoke of
digital infrastructure where information on 98% of Americans would be available
to government agents, for whatever purpose.
Obama also hinted at his desire for Amnesty for the children of illegals and the
potential for educating them all the way through college as part of our future;again
at a cost to the American taxpayer.
According to President Obama things are strong for our Union yet he talked
of our Democracy multiple times never once acknowledging our Republic.
He spoke of the new rules he put into place to prevent another financial crises.
How quickly we forget our own history. The central bank and the Federal Reserve
were put into place to prevent financial crises and we ended up with the great
depression - I shudder to think what we have in store for our future.
His plans to freeze the Annual Domestic Spending. He spoke of this "cut" as
a necessary step to reduce the deficit. But a freeze is not a cut it is merely staying
where you are. If you are driving a car and you are approaching a cliff you don't
set the cruise control you hit the brakes. The Deceiver is on cruise control !
He spoke of the same old rhetoric that every President has uttered during hard
times - streamline the government, tighter budgets, control the deficit, and this year
he promised to really veto any bills that had earmarks in them. Perhaps saying that
in his campaign really didn't count because he wasn't President then - I expect he
really means it THIS time? Haaahahaaahaa!
Finally Obama spoke of foreign affairs, ending the war in Iraq, and starting
troop drawdowns in Afghanistan in July. Actually not a bad idea but, didn’t he
already promise to end the wars back in 2008-9 ?
Obama missed the mark of what the American people have been telling him
since he took office. We do not want more government we want less. We remember his promise of openness, he lied. We do not want more spending we want less.
We do not want more taxation we want less. All in all we want to be left alone.
Mr. Obama, who ever your are, if you are serious about wanting to control
government spending and doing the right thing - let's start with these:
Discontinue all programs that do not fall under the powers of Article 1,
Section 8 of the Constitution - Start with department of Education and Department
of Energy and return them to the states
Cut the personal income tax from federal law and leave the money with the
people who earned it.
Immediately remove all American military troops stationed overseas. We can
defend any spot on the face of the earth, with pinpoint accuracy, from our war
planes, ships, land based missile. We do not need a physical presence there.
Take those returned troops and place them on the border. 90% of all illegal
traffic across the border would cease overnight. Your job is to protect our borders
- now would be a good time to start. DONTCHATINK ?
Phase out Social Security and return that to the rightful party - the individual.
Cut off all Social Security withholding from paychecks for anyone above the
poverty line and then only on a volunteer basis. Create an actual fund that
Congress cannot touch to cover these payments. Within a generation the Social
Security deficit would be solved.
Repeal all unconstitutional laws and return control over those items to the
states where they rightfully belong - starting with the massive unConstitutional
expansion of the interstate commerce clause and intrastate firearms manufacture
and sales. Delete the DEA, TSA, and your BrownShirt Corps.
Move the government back toward a policy of sound money and return the
responsibility of that currency to Congress by repealing the Federal Reserve Act.
In short, stop what you are doing and return our Republic back to the sound
principles upon which it was founded.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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SPEECH CODES in America?
It's like something out of "1984."
In George Orwell's dystopia, "thought police" monitored citizens to make sure
that they didn't disparage The Party. In today's world, college students all over the
country face restrictions on speech in the form of "speech codes." These dicta
include harassment policies, "free speech zones," "tolerance" policies and outright
bans on "hate speech." The aim of these policies is noble -- to prevent discord and
foster respect on campus -- but in the culture of political correctness run amok,
such proscriptions often eclipse students' rights to express themselves freely.
Speech codes are regulations prohibiting speech that is otherwise protected by
the First Amendment. They are pernicious on college campuses.
How are student bodies affected by this wave of political correctness? Is it
helping campuses maintain civility or causing deeper harm?
Speech restrictions no longer have to be issued from on high. After being
immersed in a culture that values political correctness over First Amendment rights
for long enough, students are learning to censor each other with two words: "I'm
offended."
Greg Lukianoff calls it "unlearning liberty." As the president of FIRE, he has
watched students trend away from discussion and towards policing one another. In
an interview with the website Spiked, he points out that students are learning to let
offense trump discussion, ending conversation: "There's a very predictable result,
which is that if you allow the ultimate trump card against free speech to be a claim
that ?'m offended,' then people learn very quickly to say they are offended." As
Lukianoff notes, students learn to call on campus administration to quiet voices
that they would rather not hear. What role will they expect the government to play
in their lives after graduation?
Indeed, many students advocate speech codes today, a product of learning that
they have a right not to be offended and that that right can be violated by someone
else's thoughts. Campus policies such as "Stop Bias" are adding fuel to the fire. It
asks students to find and report instances of bias anonymously (including bias surrounding "actual or perceived" marital status). The school's website even encourages students to report political differences as a form of bias, saying that Barack
Obama or Sarah Palin can be listed as the "victims." This is not an example from
Stalinist Russia, but Syracuse University. Such programs are ostensibly meant to
create a safe space for discussion. But will encouraging students to police each
other accomplish that goal?
Programs like these teach that the right response to offense is not debate, but
censorship, and that it is appropriate to turn to university administrators to remedy
the supposed harm. Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can never
hurt me -- until I get to college.

Dear Editor Molokai Advertiser-News:
Stop the War
Thank you for your coverage of the debate on cutting federal spending.
Many of our leaders agree that this action is necessary, yet much of the debate is
focused on cuts to domestic programs. . In an era when our states are facing terrible financial problems, I hope that our representative and senators will take a
hard look at Pentagon spending.
Former Secretary of State Colin Powell, who also is a former Chairman of
the Pentagon's Joint Chiefs of Staff, and many members of Congress from both
parties have said that cuts in Pentagon spending must be on the table to address
the budget deficit. Last year, Reps. Barney Frank and Ron Paul got the signatures
of more than 50 members of Congress on a letter supporting cuts to Pentagon
spending. Credible proposals have been put forward to cut up to $1 trillion in
Pentagon spending over the next decade.
I hope that our representative and senators will look seriously at these proposals. Sincerely, david bohn 808-621-6062

No Compromise with Evil !
Government Agents with
Obama are Enemy #1
“What if the American government ever “goes bad” and becomes a police
state? That tyrannical government, IF it could enlist the willing support of
every American soldier and every American cop (which is thankfully doubtful),
could field perhaps a total of 1.5 million armed personnel. These duped soldiers
and cops would have to go to their jobs each day facing a bare minimum of 10
MILLION very, very motivated and angry armed American citizens. The other
55 million would sit on the fence waiting, with their guns, to see which way the
tide was flowing.
Additionally, you must logically ask WHY the present government is so
obsessively committed to “gun control”. If our government has become so
overpowering, so omnipotent, and it’s a waste of our time to even imagine
resisting tyranny, then why do “They” even worry about the citizens being
armed?
And why did the political regimes that committed genocide though the history of the 20th Century, first REGISTER and then CONFISCATE firearms
before marching unarmed masses off to killing fields? If an armed government
is so omnipotent, why have so many armed governments gone to the effort and
expense of gun confiscation?
The Turks did it to the Armenians. Lenin did it to Russians. Hitler did it to
many Germans and all Jews. Stalin gave Russians a horrific double dose. And
Mao, the world record holding mass murderer, did it to Red China.”
Amidst all the hysterical screaming of leftist politicians, pundits, and the
mind controlling Obama socialist media in the wake of the Tucson lunacy of
Jared Loughner, it is easy to lose sight of the “elephant in the room”.
The Second Amendment has nothing to do with “hunters’ rights”. It is not
even to protect us from burglars, rapists, muggers, or even lunatics like Jared
Loughner. These uses of a firearm for food or self defense are actually “spin
offs” of the original intent of 2A.
An armed citizenry is a polite citizenry, this is true. However, an armed citizenry is the ONLY way to insure, to guarantee, that the potentially megalomaniacal egos of politicians, authoritarian police hierarchs (like Sheriff “Dimwit”
Dupnik of AZ) and the military leadership are kept under a quiet, and yet very
emphatic, restraint.
An armed citizenry whispers into the ears of every politician, soldier, and
cop: “Steady there. Think again. Remember, if you get too far out of line, and
come to enslave us, ‘We the People’ have retained the power to kill you."
After all, these tax consumers all blithely refer to themselves as “public
servants” don’t they? Then that makes “We the People” the masters, doesn’t it?
Don’t misread my words. All those hysterically addled leftist mind manipulators out there secretly know this is true. They hate it. But they know it is
true, even through the fog of their gun phobic mental illness. Read "Raging
Against Self Defense".
If someone wants to accuse me of “hate speech” they’d better first begin
by indicting, in absentia, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and virtually
the entire cast of our Founders. I’m just an ordinary American who cherishes
the liberty they created for me and my loved ones to enjoy. I, and millions of
others, take this stuff very, very seriously.
A friend of mine once said it rather succinctly, right to the face of a 2A
sympathetic police officer, a righteous and loyal American cop: “Obey the
Constitution, and we won’t shoot you.”
The police officer was stunned…at first. And then he smiled and offered
his hand to my friend. As these two patriotic Americans (my friend was a
Marine Corp veteran) shook hands, the police officer said: “You got a deal.”
Want to learn more about these outstanding American police officers and
soldiers? Go to the “Oathkeepers” website.
In closing: Friends, if you don’t own a gun, get one immediately (with at
least 100 rounds of ammunition). Learn to use it well. And then pray that you
never have to use it for the true reason our American Founders intended.
And one final suggestion: The more they tell us to “turn down the rhetoric”, the louder we must become. History teaches that this approach, and nothing else, will preserve our freedom. We cannot compromise with evil.
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The Heavy Decision to Carry
Your Gun for Self Defense

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

When you make the decision to carry a gun for personal defense, you must
"We have staked the whole of all our political instialso
come to terms with this fact: Your firearm may someday end the life of
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governanother
person who is a serious threat to you or loved ones.
ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
Though I’ve had a license to carry a concealed weapon for a number of years,
according to the Ten Commandments of God."— I still remember my first training class as clearly as if it happened yesterday. Our

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

two instructors were retired policemen, and one explained that during his almost
30 years in law enforcement he had been forced to use his weapon twice, with one
incident resulting in the death of the individual who was shot. After he had finished telling us some of the details of that fatal shooting, our instructor made this
statement to the class; “Kill another human being, for whatever reason or however justified, and your life as you know it is over forever.”
When you make the decision to carry a gun for personal defense, you must
also come to terms with this fact: Your firearm may someday end the life of
another person. Since receiving my concealed carry permit, I have become acutely aware that I carry something capable of forever changing not only someone
else’s life but my own, and there are times when it is a burden that is tougher to
carry than the gun itself. Before you ever make that decision to carry a weapon
for self-defense, you must first make the commitment to use that weapon - with
potentially deadly consequences - if it ever becomes necessary. If you cannot
make the conscious decision to shoot one human being in defense of another’s
life, if you aren’t 100% sure you have the will to use it if the time comes, then
you should not be carrying a weapon!
Most of us carry a weapon not because it is vital to have it “just in case”.
With very few exceptions, the need to defend ourselves with deadly force is thrust
upon us with almost no warning and with only moments to react. We are then
required to make a life or death decision. If I am ever forced to use my gun
against another person it will be because (1), my life or the life of an innocent bystander is in immediate danger and (2), another person has both the desire and the
means to end my life or cause serious bodily harm, and I have no reasonable alternatives to prevent it other than the use of deadly force. This possibility, as remote
as it may be, is the reason I own a firearm and carry it. It’s why I practice regularly at my local gun range and train myself in self-defense.
Terrorism can come in the form of a crazed killer walking through a shopping mall or college campus randomly shooting anyone he encounters. It could
also assume the face of the burglar who breaks into your homewho won’t hesitate
to take both your property and your life if it serves their purpose, often violently.
It’s for those times that both my wife and I carry a gun. Like the Boy Scouts,
we believe in being prepared. If the unthinkable does happen and we are someday placed in the position of using deadly force, I’m confident we have the train-
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Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
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F
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!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Health Center Worked Stopped
Funding $$ Not Forthcoming?
If you have not already heard, the Molokai Community Health Center
(MCHC) recently came to the difficult decision to shut down its renovation
project at the former Pau Hana Inn. The decision came with many tears from
the staff and community board. Especially sad is the loss of work for the construction workers and their families.
The MCHC needs your help. Please join the community in calling upon
our new Governor to do what is right, to approve the immediate release of $1
million appropriated by the 2009 Legislature for the critical renovation project.
(See below for how you can help).
Former Governor Lingle refused to do it, knowing very well that the success of the project hinged on the release of these funds in 2010... and a sound
reason for the hold-up was never given.
The immediate release of these funds will put the project back on its feet,
will put Molokai construction workers back to work, will help move our community toward a future of improved health care and wellness opportunities, and
will show us Governor Abercrombie's true commitment to Molokai.
We humbly ask for your support. Here's what you can do:
Personalize and mail the attached letter to the Governor (please feel free to
rewrite it to express your personal feelings). If possible, email the MCHC a
copy of your letter as well (dpuhi@molokaichc.org) or drop a copy off at the
MCHC. If you're up to it, you can also send copies to Rep. Mele Carrol,
Senator Kalani English, and Danny Mateo.
You can also take your testimony and submit it to the Governor online
at:http://hawaii.gov/gov/contact/contact-gov
And/Or... call the Governor's Office (808-586-0034) and ask him to "please
save an important community project by releasing the Molokai Community
Health Center GIA funds immediately."
Finally, please help spread the word and plan on attending a community
rally on February 16th at Kulana O`iwi, 5:30pm-7:30pm.

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or
phone 1-808-553-5992.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Freedom is not a spectator sport!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An armed man is a Citizen;
un-armed man is a subject.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T.S.A. REPORT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COLORADO 40 acres $28,500!
Near mountains, Rio Grande River
and small town. Good road access,
fully surveyed. $350 down, $350
monthly. Call Owner 806-676-8690
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Statistics on Airport screening:
Terrorist Plots Discovered 0
Transvestites
133
Hernias
1,485
Hemorrhoid Cases
3,172
Enlarged Prostates
8,249
Breast Implants
59,350
Natural Blondes
3

===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Molokai High School News
Molokai High School Community Council
Our next meeting for the Molokai High School Community Council will be
Wednesday, February 9, 2011, at 3:15 p.m. in the Molokai High School library.
Public is welcome to attend. Please contact Diane Mokuau at 567-6950 regarding any questions.

Aloha Molokai High School Seniors & Parents!
Please plan to attend this meeting on February 2…..The Senior Advisors
will be holding a Senior/Parent meeting on Wednesday, February 2nd at the
Kaunakakai School Cafeteria from 6-7:30PM. We will be discussing important
items such as graduation, prom, senior contract, & outstanding obligations.
Please plan to attend. Should you have any questions or concerns prior to this
meeting please contact Will Carlson at 567-6950 ext 252 or Kai Sawyer at 5676950 ext 250.

Molokai High Credit Recovery for Math
Molokai High School’s math department is pleased to announce that after
school tutoring and credit recovery classes will begin on January 19. Credit
Recovery will be for Algebra 1 and Geometry. Please contact your counselors
Mr. Helm or Ms. Helm, or any member of the math department for more information regarding these classes.
If you are interested in the tutoring to help with school work just stop on
by. All classes will be held on Wednesday’s in the Math Lounge B101

Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday
Every Tuesday Molokai High School Library is open to the community
from 2 - 8 p.m. for “HANA HOU TUESDAYS".
Kainoa Pali, MHS Social Studies teacher will help students with their
National History Day projects from 2:10 - 3:30 p.m. on 2/8, 2/15 & 2/22
Dick Glenn, Science Fair judge & Malia Lee, MHS Science teacher will
help Science Fair winners improve their projects for the Maui competition.
Linda Yonemura, retired MHS teacher, Karen Harada, MHS ELA teacher &
Ceriann Espiritu, MHS Class of 2010 will provide assistance for Senior Project,
personal statements & resumes.
Jordan Hao, MHS Class of 2011 will provide assistance in math.
Diane Mokuau will help readers of all ages with interactive ebooks.
Refreshments will be provided.

Wanna win an iPod shuffle?
Score 80% or higher on an AR quiz
Increase your STAR Reading score by .5 points.
Scores will be counted from the beginning of the year.
Drawing will be held on the last day of 3rd quarter in the library.
READING HELPS YOU SUCCEED!

Where's the birth certificate?
Abercrombie promised to show
us Obama’s BC....Make A!
Acknowledging that Barack Obama, Jr., has not produced a long-form, doctor-witnessed, birth certificate, Hawaii governor Neil Abercrombie recently said
that he intends to produce and release Mr. Obama's long-form, hospital issued,
birth certificate from Kapiolani Maternity & Gynecological Hospital. Governor
Abercrombie added that he is upset, because several States are enacting legislation that will force Presidential candidates to document that they are eligible to
run before their names can be placed on the ballot for the office of President of
the United States.
Remember: there was a reason why Barack Hussein Obama has spent a
reported $2 million to conceal the history of his identity. All that the American
people want is the TRUTH, not $2 million in rhetoric, "spin," and legal
"mumbo-jumbo."
Without his original birth certificate, the available evidence shows that
Barack Obama cannot legally serve as President of the United States. That
means that everything that he has signed---laws, nominations, Executive Orders--in the past two years is NULL AND VOID!
In fact, at the very least, the American people have a right to demand the
truth, as the 1st Amendment to the Constitution of the United States guarantees
us---We, The People---the right to address our grievances to the government of
the United States. Thus far, our government officials have violated the
Constitution by refusing to listen to that grievance... and require that Barack
Hussein Obama produce the documentation that the United States Constitution
requires of him.
Sadly, it appears that the federal court system will continue to shield the
truth. The lawsuits filed by a myriad of plaintiffs, including those that USJF has
filed, funded, or otherwise supported (6 in all), demanding that the government
listen to our grievance in a court of law, have run into "judicial roadblocks" in
every case. The United States Justice Foundation has filed legal brief after legal
brief, funded suit after suit (6, so far, including two that we are currently handling), yet the federal government continues to stonewall us.
Please help us use Governor Abercrombie's faux paux get to the bottom of
this issue. It is VERY possible that Mr. Obama is ILLEGALLY sitting as the
"President" of the United States.
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